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Homecoming Cheers!
The University of New Haven’s Homecoming Weekend included weather perfect for a cookout. The football team’s cheerleaders enjoyed a nosh after the Chargers bested the Pioneers of Long Island University, 63-13. From left, Ashley Orth, Tia Kelly, Stephanie Dangelo, Lanie Sastram, Rayanne Burns, Sara Ball and Victoria Mullen. The tailgate chef is a UNH dad, Fred LaPoint. [Photo: Stan Godlewski]

Kings For A Day
Dean Lombardi, UNH ’82, president and general manager of the Los Angeles Kings hockey team, was the speaker on campus on Oct. 22 for the inaugural Allen Sack Lecture on Sport and Social Issues. From left, Allen Sack, founder of the UNH Sports Management Department, who recently retired; Lombardi; UNH President Steven H. Kaplan; and Gil Fried, professor and chair of sport management. [Photo: Stan Godlewski]